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Microwave-enhanced folding and denaturation of globular proteins

Henrik Bohr and Jakob Bohr
Institute of Physics, Building 307, The Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

~Received 3 February 1999; revised manuscript received 20 July 1999!

It is shown that microwave irradiation can affect the kinetics of the folding process of some globular
proteins, especiallyb-lactoglobulin. At low temperature the folding from the cold denatured phase of the
protein is enhanced, while at a higher temperature the denaturation of the protein from its folded state is
enhanced. In the latter case, a negative temperature gradient is needed for the denaturation process, suggesting
that the effects of the microwaves are nonthermal. This supports the notion that coherent topological excita-
tions can exist in proteins. The application of microwaves hold promises for a wide range of biotechnological
applications, such as protein synthesis, protein aggregation, etc., and may have implications for biological
systems as well.

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 87.50.2a, 05.70.Ln
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I. INTRODUCTION

The complex process of protein folding has many int
esting facets@1–4#. One interesting aspect that has not be
much addressed is to what extent external radiation
cause conformational effects. We suggest that microwa
may cause such effects through a stimulation of the cohe
intrinsic dynamics in biomolecular chain molecules, e.
DNA, RNA, and proteins. Such behavior is consistent w
the view that protein folding is the result of a competitio
between torsional and bending forces, and not only driven
entropy@5,6#. Folded structures that are stabilized by hyd
gen bonds, disulfide bridges, etc., can maintain a signific
fraction of folding in balance with unfolded chains, and t
biological evolution of living organisms selects proteins w
the ability to acquire stable conformations.

We have previously suggested that, because of topol
cal constraints, folded and unfolded proteins can posses
intrinsic dynamics with a collective nature@6#. The lower
eigenmodes are in the microwave range of approximate
few GHz, and the molecules may therefore be excitable
microwave irradiation. Because such intrinsic dynamics
important for the stability and folding of proteins, it is ex
pected that one should be able to influence and change
protein folding and denaturation processes by applying
crowave or ultrasound to protein solutions.

In this paper we present data from an experiment t
gives support for such an effect, which we will discuss h
on the basis of a theory about topological excitations of b
molecules. The experiment concerns refolding of a comm
protein in a denaturant solution to which microwave rad
tion is applied. The refolding of the protein,b-lactoglobulin,
is monitored by the optical rotation dispersion~ORD! tech-
nique, which measures the polarization.

Previously, microwave effects have been reported
studies of bond breaking in plasmid DNA@7#, in a method
that has been developed for rapid and selective peptide-b
cleavage of proteins in a weak acidic solution@8,9#, and in
immunostaining of cytopathology specimens@10#. It has
been claimed that these effects include some component
is nonthermal.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The pureb-lactoglobulin protein is dissolved in a ure
solution with the stoichiometry of 5 mg protein in 3 ml 0.1M
KCI and 4 ml 4M urea. The solution is then adjusted wi
HCl to have apH around 2.

The protein in this solution can be in three states: a c
denaturation state, a folded state, and a hot denatura
state, depending on temperature. Roughly 3 ml of the sam
is injected into the inner tube of the sample holder of a p
larimeter apparatus through which 365 nm wavelength li
can pass, having its polarization measured before and a
the passage through the protein matter. Liquid connected
temperature bath can flow through the sample holder aro
and outside the inner tube. We used a light-viscosity silico
oil ~Dow Corning 200 fluid, 1.2 cP! as the heat bath liquid
since it is transparent to microwaves. Both the polarizat
and the temperature can be monitored simultaneously.

The experimental procedure is to start measuring the
larization of the cold denatured state at about 5 °C afte
long equilibration time~3 h!. The temperature is subse
quently stepped in increments of 2° until about 44 °C.
each measurement point, time was allowed for tempera
equilibration ~in total 5 min!, but not for the much slower
equilibration of theb-lactoglobin sample. For this reaso
upon heating and subsequent cooling an effective hyster
loop exists caused by the slow kinetics.

The polarization variablea, which we monitor on a po-
larimeter ~Perkin-Elmer!, is related to the specific rotatio
(a)l at a given wavelengthl by @11#

~a!l5
100

cd
a, ~1!

where d is the optical path length through the sample
decimeters andc is the concentration of protein in g/100 m
The specific rotation can in turn be related to the structu
properties of the protein molecule and, to some extent a
to the solution, by the equation@12#

~a!l5
3M

100~n212! S a0l0
2

l22l0
2 1

b0l0
2

~l22l0
2!2D , ~2!
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PRE 61 4311MICROWAVE-ENHANCED FOLDING AND DENATURATION . . .
whereM is the mean residue weight andn is the refractive
index of the medium at wavelengthl. In the last equation the
constantsb0 andl0 are sensitive to structural properties su
as the helical conformation of the protein molecule but
sensitive to solvent effects. The constanta0 is sensitive to
the conformation of the polypeptide chain and to the m
dium. l0 is a dispersion constant.

III. RESULTS

b-lactoglobulin was chosen as the test protein becaus
the accessibility of the cold denaturated, folded, and hot
naturated states. In a 4M urea solution the protein undergoe
a transition from cold denaturation to the folded state aro
20 °C. The protein is derived from cow milk and has
barrel-like structure. The pronounced content of second
structure elements is sensitive to polarization measurem
as obtained from the ORD experiment. Hence, working w
b-lactoglobulin provides the advantage of working with t
easily accessible cold denaturation phase so that all refol
experiments can exclusively deal with cold denaturation
avoid hot denaturation, which often involves protein agg
gation.

The basic refolding experiment forb-lactoglobulin con-
sists of bringing the sample from the cold-denaturated s
over to the folded state by raising the temperature from 5
44 °C and then back again to the cold denaturated stat
5 °C, where the system is allowed to equilibrate complet
over about three hours. When this refolding experimen
done during a matter of a few hours the heating-cool
cycle can be monitored as a kinetic loop~Fig. 1!. If the
measurements at each temperature step are performed
the sample at perfect equilibrium~equilibrium between the
concentrations of protein in the denatured and folded sta!
the loop will collapse to a line of polarization values as
function of temperature. The appearance of a kinetic hys
esis loop is a result of the slow reaction kinetics, and m
surement of the loop therefore allows the study of abr
changes in the reaction kinetics. The temperature can
monitored inside the sample holder of the polarimeter b
thermocouple wire.

As is commonly done for proteins, one can assume
the transition from the native folded state to the denatu
state involves formation of unstable intermediates in a tw

FIG. 1. Polarization data for a kinetic loop of thermal foldin
and unfolding ofb-lactoglobulin. The arrows indicate the directio
of the temperature cycle. The polarization values for the folded
unfolded states are indicated on the figure.
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state process, and characterized by a variablef D measuring
the fraction of molecules in the denatured stateD. The ex-
perimental valuea ~the polarization! that monitors the tran-
sition from the native stateN to the denatured stateD can be
expressed in terms of the initial and final state values, resp
tively aN andaD , as

a5~12 f D!aN1 f DaD , ~3!

and the equilibrium constant for the reactionN→D can be
written as

K5 f D /~12 f D!5
uau2uaNu
uaDu2uau

, ~4!

which can be determined at each temperature during
heating/cooling cycle of the refolding/denaturation proce
The heating/cooling cycle is monitored by the polarizati
aP5a/2001100 changing from about 98.70 to about 98.9
corresponding to a change in the equilibrium constantK
from 1.43 to about 0.30, and which again corresponds to
enthalpy changeDHD from 2181.5 kJ/mol to about 11.0
kJ/mol.

Refolding of b-lactoglobulin with microwaves

In the next series of experiments the previously descri
heating/cooling cycles are studied when microwave irrad
tion is applied to a protein sample at certain temperatu
during the refolding and denaturation process.

The microwave radiation was provided from a standa
magnetron of a microwave oven operating at 2.45 GHz a
with a power of 800 W. The microwave oven was remode
so that it could operate on the sample holder of the polar
eter while it was constantly in contact with the heat bath w
a circulating silicone liquid. Inside the oven several conta
ers were placed, containing in all 2 l of water, in order to
absorb some of the microwave power released during
operation. When microwaves are applied, the sample ho
is inserted into the microwave oven without disconnecting
from the heat bath. The temperature is monitored before
after microwave irradiation. The microwave irradiation is a
plied for 5 s at 800 W,causing a temperature increase of t
protein sample of about 0.3 °C. The power absorbed by th
ml sample was about 0.75 W. After the microwave irrad
tion the sample holder is quickly put back into the polarim
eter and the polarization is remeasured.

The experiment from before is repeated starting with
denaturedb-lactoglobulin solution equilibrated at 4 °C. Firs
the temperature is increased to 48 °C without the applica
of microwaves. Then the temperature is lowered back
4 °C; during the decrease at 20 °C microwaves are appl
After reequilibration at 4 °C the temperature is raised
48 °C again. At 8 °C during the increase microwaves are
plied. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The small differen
in the polarization values when compared to Fig. 1 is due
a slight difference in protein concentration in the sample

It can be seen that at the microwave irradiation at 8 °C
polarization makes a large jump toward the folded sta
Temperature effects can better be separated from microw
effects during the cooling cycle. During the cooling cyc
microwave power was applied at 20 °C and here we obtai
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a large jump downward toward the denatured state~Fig. 2!.
Applying microwaves apparently enhances the reaction
netics and hence follows the trends of the heating/coo
schedule. Therefore the microwave treatment of the prot
in solution seems to be nonthermal. This microwave eff
was reproducible.

These effects of microwave irradiation on the protein
lution might at first seem small. However, when one cons
ers the rate of change by which the protein in solution
approaching its equilibrium state between the folded and
folded structures, a large difference in the corresponding
constant is observed. Without microwave irradiation it tak
on the order of hours to reach equilibrium while with micr
waves the equilibrium at that temperature is reached on
order of seconds and faster than 1 min. This is nicely ill
trated in Fig. 3~b! where the polarization of a refolding ex
periment withb-lactoglobulin is measured in time at a fixe
temperature with and without microwave irradiation. Hen
according to these time measurements, the effects are
orders of magnitude~a factor of 100! or more on the folding
kinetics.

Additional experiments have been carried out along w
this heating/cooling cycle. One ‘‘blind’’ experiment is a re
etition of the procedure without switching on the microwa
oven, another is without protein in the solution. In neith
case were any effects observed on the polarization data
also performed local small heating/cooling cycles, involvi
temperature changes of up to 3°, within the large he
ing/cooling cycle. This was done in order to check for a
effect similar to that of the microwave irradiation. Althoug
these thermal cycles could not be done as quickly as
microwave irradiation, the experiments could not reprodu
the microwave data, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. This therefore
helps to demonstrate the nonthermal nature of the obse
effects.

Other globular proteins have also been used in the s
type of experiment as described above. One of these
ribonuclease~from horse!, which is a very well-known pro-
tein with respect to refolding experiments. Since the prot
folds faster thanb-lactoglobulin, one does not see as pr
nounced a hysteresis effect in the heating/cooling cu
However, the effect of microwave irradiation was as p
nounced as that forb-lactoglobulin. Also, other regions o
frequencies for the optical rotation were tried, giving still t

FIG. 2. Polarization data for a kinetic loop of folding and u
folding of b-lactoglobulin where microwaves are applied. Arrow
indicates the direction of the cycle, and arrows marked ‘‘mw’’ i
dicate the temperature at which microwaves where applied.
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same effect of microwave irradiation. We have, for examp
repeated the refolding experiment at 304 nm and get
same type of results as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 but with m
sensitivity to secondary structure formation.

IV. COHERENT MODES IN THE GHz RANGE
ON CHAIN MOLECULES

One possible cause of the effect of microwave irradiat
on protein folding might be the excitation of collective in
trinsic modes in the protein. We have estimated the f
quency of intrinsic torsional modes and shown that they
well matched to technical/commercial microwave sourc
@5,6#.

In physical and biological systems interactions of biolo
cal chain molecules take place with the aqueous envir
ment, with other chain molecules, with membranes, etc.
closed chain molecules, such as circular DNA, the topolo
cal conservation of White@13# implies that the sum of the
torsion and the writhing is constraint to a constant power~the
linking number!. Due to the finite viscosity of the aqueou
medium, proteins are topologically restricted when cons
ered on a sufficiently short time scale, a fraction of a mic
second and less. The torsional term can be considered s
rately as there is not sufficient time for occurrence of t
writhing term in the White equation@13–15#. Coherent in-
trinsic motion of higher frequencies can therefore take pla

The eigenfrequencyn can be estimated from a simpl
calculation of the energy, with a rotational and torsional co
tribution as follows:

E5Erot1Etor5
1
2 I S ]f~s!

]t D 2

1 1
2 aS ]f~s!

]s D 2

, ~5!

wheres is a spatial variable along the backbone chain a
f(s) is a vector field orthogonal to the chain axis measur
the displacement. I is the moment of inertia anda is the
torsional constant. The Euler-Lagrange equation is

S I
]2

]t22a
]2

]s2Df~ t,s!50. ~6!

This equation is solved with the well-known wave ansa
f(s2vt), where the velocityv is given by

v5Aa/I . ~7!

The eigenfrequencyn is then derived from the velocityv as

n5
1

L
Ay/ i , ~8!

whereL is the length of the chain molecule that participat
in one period of the torsional mode,y(a) is the torsion con-
stant per inverse unit length, andi is the moment of inertia of
the back-bone per unit length. Typical values are not eas
obtain. For proteins we may take a rotation ofp/2 to corre-
spond to about 1 eV/Å, in agreement with common bo
energies, although the energy involved in strained chem
bonds is often smaller. Hence, the torsion constant per
verse unit length,y, is about 0.4 eV/Å. The moment of iner
tia of the backbone~per unit length!, i, is about 100 a.u. Å,
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FIG. 3. ~a! Temperature loops performed o
the same experiment as in Fig. 1. The tempe
ture loops are done in, e.g., the refolding proce
by raising the temperature fromt0 by 1 °C, mea-
suring, and then lowering the temperature
2 °C, measuring, and raising it back tot0 . These
loops are clearly different from the microwav
jumps.~b! The time development of the polariza
tion at 12 °C before and after applying micro
waves~MW!. Before, the equilibration is a matte
of hours, after, it is clearly a matter of second
On the ordinate is shown the polarization and
the abscissa the time from 0 to 150 s after t
temperature is fixed. The diamonds are befo
and the full line after application of MW. After 1
min equilibrium is achieved and the curve is b
coming horizontal.
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depending on the degree to which the sidechains are
volved in the torsion. A typical value forL is 475 Å, and
hence the frequencyn becomes about 8 GHz. This estima
is based on the assumption of a linear torsion term; howe
as the torsion term is not linear the estimate is only an up
limit. We think that possibly it is a factor of 10 too large.
should further be noticed that the width of the resonance
be very large because of the dispersion. As can be seen
frequency of such coherent modes in biomolecular ch
molecules turns out to be of the same order of magnitud
those typical of radio- and microwave applications.

V. REACTION KINETICS OF PROTEIN FOLDING AND
TUNNELING

Let us for simplicity consider the folding transition as
one-step process over an energy barrierA. As in Sec. III we
consider the transition from the denatured phaseD to the
folded, native phaseN of a protein: N→D.
n-

r,
er

ll
the
in
as

It is further assumed that the transition is caused by
instability ~to tunneling! of one dominating mode. The tran
sition rate can then be approximated as the transition inte
for tunneling multiplied by the frequency of the responsib
mode. This mode was first considered by Beiser@16# in con-
nection with an estimate ofa decay rates. The rate consta
for protein folding is thus proportional to

k.vmodee
2A/kBT. ~9!

The factore2A/kBT stems from the transition integral

T.expS 2
2

\
A2meffE AUconf~x!2UD dxD ~10!

where meff is the effective mass in connection with th
movements and bending of the protein chain.Uconf andUD
are respectively the internal energy of a conformation of
folded protein~one can take a helix conformation on a la
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tice! and the internal energy of the denatured state of
protein. The result in Eq.~9! then arises from an expansio
of the square root.

VI. MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECTS
ON REACTION KINETICS

As we discussed previously, applying microwaves app
ently enhances the reaction kinetics and hence follows
trends of the heating/cooling schedule. Furthermore, the
crowave treatment of the proteins in solution seems to
nonthermal, a result that was reproducible and tested thro
blind experiments.

The effects of microwave irradiation on the protein so
tion might at first seem small. However, when one consid
the rate of change by which the protein in solution is a
proaching its equilibrium state between the folded and
folded structures, a large difference in the corresponding
constant is observed. Without microwave irradiation it tak
on the order of hours to reach equilibrium while with micr
waves the equilibrium at that temperature is reached in
than 10 s. These effects are thus two orders of magnitud~a
factor of 100! or more on the folding kinetics.

How can we explain this effect of microwave irradiatio
on the folding kinetics? We imagine again that the foldi
kinetics going from a denatured stateD to the folded, native
stateN involves crossing a barrier of heightA. Let B be the
amplitude of the applied electromagnetic radiation with f
quencyv. With application of microwave irradiation intrin
sic modes can be excited in a resonance fashion. Such c
sections for excitation have long tails around the resona
peak due to dispersion. Microwave absorbtion by water
for example, significantly displaced by several decades a
from the rotational frequency. The effects of resonant
c
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sorption are to lower the barrier for tunneling and to increa
the coherence of the intrinsic motions. Because of the fi
effect, the transition amplitude and thus the rate constant
expected to depend on the amplitude of the applied elec
magnetic field.

Therefore, by applying external electromagnetic radiat
close to the frequency of an intrinsic mode, we can expec
enhancement of the kinetics. In our case the intrinsic mo
were torsional modes. Standard microwave ovens with a
quency of 2.45 GHz were chosen because this frequenc
close to that calculated above for torsional modes.

VII. CONCLUSION

To conclude, refolding experiments onb-lactoglobulin
with applied microwave radiation show that there are no
thermal effects of microwave irradiation that can enhance
kinetics of the folding and denaturation processes. The
served effects of microwaves onb-lactoglobulin were con-
sistently reproducible in repeated experiments on both
protein and other globular proteins. The effects observed
this paper of being able to change the processes of fold
and denaturation by external radiation and perhaps even
the reactions could be promising for future applications
biotechnology, such as recombinant DNA techniques,
may help to further the development of understanding of
interaction of electromagnetic radiation with biological sy
tems.
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